In a recently published paper 1 Kagno showed that Pappus' graph, consisting of the 9 vertices A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I , and the 27 arcs AD, AE, AF, AG, AH, AI, BD, BE, BF, BG, BH, BI, CD, CE, CF, CG, CH, CI, DG, DH, DI, EG, EH, EI, FG, FH, FI , has a group of order 1296 which may be generated by the following set of eight substitutions: {ABC), {AB), (DEF) , (DE) 
, (GHI), (GH), (ADG)(BEH) (CFI), (AD)(BE)(CF). 2
Kagno's proof of this fact (Theorem S) 1 is straightforward, but somewhat lengthy, and it seems of interest to note that this theorem follows at once from a more general and almost self-evident theorem on the groups of repeated graphs, if we apply to Pappus' graph the following lemma, also due to Kagno: 2 It may be remarked that the same group might be generated by other sets of fewer elements, for example, by the following one containing only 3 substitutions:
(ABC)(DE), (ADG)(BEH)(CFI), (AD)(BE)(CF).
8 Here the complement G' of a graph G (without loops) is to be defined as follows: Let I v j=F p = 1, if and only if the vertices p and q are joined by an arc, otherwise let 7*=i^=0. Now, if for any pair of vertices p, q in G, J^ = l, then in G' let 2^=0, and if i^ -0 in G, then inG' let 1^ = 1. In other applications of this lemma some difficulty may arise from the fact that the complement of a graph may contain isolated points; for example, the complement of a triangle (or complete 3-point) consists only of three isolated points with no arcs connecting them.
4 G. As the proof is fairly obvious and can readily be supplied by the reader, we shall omit the details. It is evident that the graph T (consisting of m copies of the connected graph G) is mapped into itself by the substitutions of the "Gruppenkranz" © m [^>] ; but, since G is a connected graph with group ^), there cannot be substitutions other than those of ©™[ §] which map Y into itself.
In the case of the complement 11' of Pappus' graph we have m=3,w = 3,^) = @3 (symmetric group on three letters) with h = 6; the group ©3 [® 3 ] is of order 3!6 3 =1296, and is obviously the same as that obtained by Kagno. As another example let us consider the graph called His by Kagno in a previous paper, 5 that is, the graph consisting of six vertices a, b, c, d, e, ƒ, and the nine arcs ad, ae, af, bd, be, bf, cd, ce, cf. Its complement, having the arcs ab, ac, be, de, df, ef Finally it may be remarked that a theorem analogous to our theorem would hold for the automorphism groups of "connected systems" other than graphs, for example, for connected partially ordered systems, for certain functions of several variables, and so on. (Thus the group @3[©3] might also be characterized as the largest permutation group on 9 variables Xlj #2> ' ' ' i Xg y under which the function +X4pczXs+X7X%x 9 is invariant.) TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY SANTA MARIA, VALPARAISO, CHILE
